
Your perfect wardrobe
colour	combinations



If we haven’t met before, my name is Alba
Gomez and I am a Style and Personal
Brand coach. I help professional women
look stylish and be confident so they
can stand out and be seen as a
passionate, powerful leader.

I absolutely love what I do! I have had the
privilege of teaching women for the last 7 years
to transform their personal and professional
lives through creating a style and brand that is a
true reflection of who they are.

Anyone who has met me knows I love colour! It
allows me to express myself, to get creative, to
add a little fun to my look, to look different every
time I get dressed, and to set a tone for my look.

Let me ask you something - Are you afraid of
colour, do you always wear black because it is
‘easy’ or think it will make you look slimmer?
Hmm…I’ve heard this so many times.

And nothing gives me more joy than converting
people to become colour lovers!

And to help you understand, that clothes are not
to be used to hide behind, but instead to fully
express ourselves.

I respect that some people are not interested in
wearing colour, and that’s a valid choice. But if
you let me explain a bit more, I just might be able
to convert you into a colour fan ;) I want you to
make the choice about what colours you wear
from a place of knowledge rather than trying to
blend in.

Not only that, but by wearing the colours that
complement your natural complexion (that is the
colour of your skin, hair and eyes) you
can instantly look younger, healthier and more
vibrant—and even more attractive.

Colour can instantaneously make you look
slimmer or bigger.



Light colours (think pastels) can make you look bigger and dark colours (ALL dark colours not just black ;) can
make you look slimmer.

Let’s now talk about your eye colour. Your eye enhancer (EE) colour is one that is the same or similar to your
eyes. When worn above your waist it connects your natural colouring to your outfit and creates a beautiful
harmony. Eye intensifier (EI) colours, on the other hand are the opposite on the colour wheel to your eye
colour. When they are worn above the waist they intensify the colour of your eyes. These are particularly good
for eyeliners and eye shadows.

By wearing your eye intensifier and enhancer colours close to your eyes you can easily create a stand out look.
I have brown eyes and you will often see me wearing either blue or blue-green eyeliners or tops. It is such an
easy way to make sure I look healthier and vibrant.

Blue	eyes
Blue	and	red,	orange

Green	eyes
Green	and	purple,	violets

Brown	eyes
Brown	and	blue,	blue-greens

EE EI EIEE EE EIEI



The colours you wear can have a massive impact on
how you are perceived. By adjusting not only the
colours you wear but the contrast you create with
your clothes close to your face, you can appear to be
more approachable or credible.

When you know you are looking the part and are
feeling confident with how you are carrying yourself
you can focus solely on what you have to say. You
won’t be distracted wondering what others are
thinking about you or if you are presenting yourself
authentically.

This is exactly what I want for you. To be able to
communicate while feeling confident and
comfortable.
You might be the most intelligent and capable
woman in the room but if your look is not telling
that same story you will go unnoticed. It’s so
powerful to reflect on the outside who you truly are
on the inside.

Otherwise, opportunities will pass you by, you will
miss that promotion you desire, you won’t connect
with a potential client. You will lose opportunities
that could lead to your desired success.

You need a stand out, clear and consistent style
and brand.

Using colour is one of
the easiest and most powerful ways to stand out.
But first, you need to understand how colour
compliments your face. When you do it right, your
face should draw more attention than your
clothes. By that I mean you must wear your
clothes, not the other way around. If the colour of
your clothes is noticed first, they
will take attention away from your face.

To create colour combinations that complement
your face, you need to look at the contrast
between your hair and your skin, and repeat that
contrast level in your outfit.

If you have high contrast between the colour of
your skin and hair (light skin and dark hair) you will
look better wearing clothes that also create high
contrast close to your face (pairing light clothes
with dark colours: white and black, or
wearing complementary colours- colours opposite
to each other on the colour wheel).



If you have low contrast between the colour of
your skin and hair (light skin and light hair) you
will look better wearing clothes that create low
contrast close to your face (pairing light with
white, dark with dark or analogous colours-
colours next to each other on the colour wheel).
If you have dark skin and dark hair you will look
your best wearing high contrast.

Note that these contrast combinations
are only important when close to the face.
Below the waist you have the freedom to wear
any type of contrast.

Now, it is important to understand that when
it comes to impression management, we need
to understand the level of contrast
we wear close to our faces. Our brain picks up
contrast quickly, so, when the contrast is low,
we can go unnoticed. It is considered the more
sophisticated type of contrast to wear but if
you are in a situation where you must be seen

or noticed, it will not work to your advantage.
Medium contrast is created by wearing light and
dark colours together, and it is always appropriate
and the most people friendly.

And high contrast, sends the impression that you
are very creative. There is no right or wrong here.
It is just important to understand
that the contrast you wear says a lot about you.
And a very creative look can take away from your
credibility. So just keep that in mind.

Low Medium High



I	 want	 you	 to	 be	 able	 to	 balance	 how	 you	 come	
across	 naturally	 with	 how	 you	 actually	 want	 to	
come	across	as	the	expert	in	your	profession. The	
way	 you	 use	 colour	 and	 contrast	 can	 instantly	
create	that	impression	for	you!

Are	 you	 ready	 to stop	 hiding behind clothes	
that don’t	show	the	authentic	you?	Are	you	ready	
to stand	 out	 and	 be	 visible to	 yourself	 and	 the	
world?	Let’s	start playing a	bit	with	colour.

I	 have	 created	 this simple guide to	 show	 you	
how to	 put	 colours	 together to	 create	 amazing	
outfits in	a	fun	and	easy	way.	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Enjoy	it!

Lots	of	love❤



You will be noticed! Red is the colour of confidence. 

Black and red creates a classic look. But it’s not the best
combination of colours to wear when you want to be 
seen as an approachable person. It’s more what we call
power dressing.



Pastel colours create a very feminine look.
When we wear low contrast (that is colours
that are close to each other in value) you
look elegant and sophisticated, however you
can go unnoticed as a low level of contrast is
not as noticeable to our brain.



White goes with all colours.

You can create all sorts of levels of contrast, from low
to high. The colours on the left combine pastels with
White and will create a very feminine look. The ones
on the right will create a more noticeable and fun look.
White with black and/or blue are very good for
business.



Combining denim clothes. Make sure the tone and
depth of the individual denim pieces are different.
Like in the picture the pants are darker than the top.
You can mix denim jackets with all different types of
fabrics and patterns as well.



A great look for warm weather. Add
gold accessories for a more sophisticated
look.
A nautical look can be created when
wearing pants, skirts or dresses with these
colours.



Be aware that mustard is a warm colour so just wear it close to your face
if you look best in warm colours. Otherwise use it below the waist.



A beautiful colour that looks great with black, white, cream (nude) and
grey. It creates an elegant look.
Be careful when you use it close to your face as it can make you look older
than you are.



Grey (specifically dark shades) can be used to create a
very classic and serious look, but not when combined
with these colours above.
Absolutely love the grey and green combination here.
Fresh, stylish and still professional.



The most people friendly and always appropiate colour to use. 

When combined with yellow it creates a more fun and exciting look. 
Combined with black or dark colours blue creates a more professional look. 
Combined with white or pastel colours it creates a more relaxed look.



Black goes with all colour. It is well
known as the more powerful and
credible colour.
It will look very different depending
on the combination of colours. White
and black is more classic,
monochromatic black outfits if
broken up with an statement necklace
can be more interesting.
And if worn with nude, camel colours
it’s a bit more relaxed.



More colour combinations



Contact me: www.albagomez.com.au info@albagomez.com.au
Join me on Facebook WOW NOW Revolution group
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